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The Andrew Morgan Collection decorative throws use soothing 

textures and sophisticated colors; creating a fusion of modern and 

organic style. The soft modern designs are bold, textural, timeless, 

luxurious, clean, hip, with a slightly vintage look. The soft hand used in 

the weave, creates a sumptuous fabric that people love to curl up with.
MANUFACTURER: ANDREW MORGAN  

RUGBY STRIPE  $ 300     STAINED GLASS   $ 275      

Wrapped in stone colored leather, this multi-purpose decorative box 

is perfect for storing everyday jewelry or other collectables. The suede 

lined interior includes a padded tray for organization.  

$ 135

Made of ceramic and handcrafted in Portugal, these decorative  

vases are finished with a blue and celadon reactive matte glaze.   

Because they are individually crafted and glazed, each vase is unique.

DIMENSIONS:  8.5”L x 7”W x 25.75”H (small)   9.25”L x 7”W x 33.5”H (large)

SMALL VASE  $ 155      LARGE VASE  $ 175   

 

Decorative
Throws

Decorative
Leather Box

Chiseled 
Bird’s Egg Vase
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You walk in the door, and there’s  
everything, just the way you left it.

finally, home.

Enjoy the scent of fragrant patchouli, violet and rose, 

with hints of sandalwood and musk. Created exclusively 

for Park Hyatt Washington by Blaise Mautin, these  

limited edition candles, packaged in a Park Hyatt  

Washington box, make a distinctive and special gift. 

MANUFACTURER: BLAISE MAUTIN 

 $ 45   BURN TIME APPROXIMATELY 30 HOURS

Long palm wood stems diffuse warm and bright  

mandarin oranges, lemon and soft rose honey from  

a Demeter certified, bio-dynamic blend, encased in  

a recycled Spanish glass vase. 

 $ 74 

Generously fragranced with a blend of tangy citrus and 

delicate flowers, the Red Flower candle creates the 

ideal balance of zest and sweetness. Remove the petals 

before lighting and place into a hot bath, a copper bowl 

or sachets to scent a drawer. Red Flower uses only the 

purest burning wax for hours of peaceful refreshment. 

$ 34      PROVIDES A SLOW, CLEAN BURN 
OF APPROXIMATELY 45-50 HOURS

Park Hyatt  
Washington  
Candle 

Red Flower
Diffuser

Red Flower
Candle
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Euro Square Pillow: The centerpiece of 

the Ascot Collection, these pillows offer a  

combination of color and class that is sure to  

make a statement in any room. The deep  

champagne with golden hue is accented by  

thin red pinstripes that compliment the bright  

colors of the Ascot Collection. Each decorative  

pillow measures 24” in length and width, and  

has a zippered bottom with removable insert. 

Made of 100% polyester. Machine washable.

$ 100
  

Bolster Pillow: Inspired by fiery autumn leaves, 

this overstuffed bolster pillow bursts bright shades  

of red and orange with an abstract leaf or flower 

motif. Measures 26” in length and 8” in diameter.  

Made of 55% pre-consumer recycled polyester, 31% 

polyester, 14% post- consumer recycled polyester. 

Machine washable.

 $ 80   

Throw: This eye-catching throw features a reversible 

geometric wave pattern in dark earth tones, which 

contrast beautifully with the bright golds and reds.  

Available in queen and king sizes. Made of 100% 

heavyweight polyester. Machine washable.

QUEEN  $ 300      KING  $ 325

ascot  
collection

heritage
collection

Euro Square Pillow:  
Covered in smooth blackberry fabric with a  

slight sheen and crimped pattern, these pillows  

are timeless and sophisticated. Each decorative  

pillow measures 24” in length and width, and  

has a zippered bottom with removable insert. 

Made of 100% polyester. Machine washable.

$ 100 

Bolster Pillow: This rectangular style bolster 

pillow ties the collection together with its gentle 

earth tones that accent the illustrious sheen of the 

pillows and the soft knit of the Andrew Morgan 

throw. Measures 26” in length and 8” in height. 

Made of 100% polyester. Machine washable.

 
$ 80  

Andrew Morgan Throw: This eco-friendly 

throw by Andrew Morgan is made of a soft  

luxurious weave in a tan and cream damask  

pattern. The soothing textures and colors create  

a fusion of contemporary and classic styles that 

complete this signature look. Available in queen 

and king sizes. Made of Ami-Vert Samoa polyester.  

Machine washable.

QUEEN  $ 300      KING  $ 325
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Euro Square Pillows: These stylish Euro 

square pillows exude contemporary sophistication. 

The light champagne color with a soft spherical 

pattern is the perfect accent to this collection. 

Each decorative pillow measures 24” in length and 

width, and has a zippered bottom with removable 

insert. Made of 100% polyester. Machine washable.

$ 100

Bolster Pillow: This brightly colored bolster 

pillow provides a pop of color and excitement to 

the collection. The modern elegance is offset by 

this bold statement piece. Measures 26” in length 

and 8” in diameter. Made of 100% polyester.  

Machine washable.

 $ 80  

Throw: This subtly textured throw features serene 

tones of tan with wispy cream accents, perfect for 

any contemporary décor. Available in queen and 

king sizes. Made of 100% heavyweight polyester.  

Machine washable.

QUEEN  $ 300      KING  $ 325

coevelle  
collection
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Blondies: Blondie’s Treehouse, Inc. 

has worked closely with Hyatt for years to  

create unforgettable horticultural environments  

in our rooms and public spaces. Now you can  

bring these beautiful arrangements home and  

recreate the aesthetic with replica foliage and  

floral arrangements.

$ 75        SILVER POT WITH REPLICA GRASS  (D)

   Container Dimensions:  5” x 6”  

   Overall Height of Arrangement: 14”

  
 $ 135     ALSO AVAILABLE IN LARGER SIZE

Container Dimensions: 6.5” x 7.5”  

Overall Height of Arrangement: 29”

 $ 120    SILVER POT WITH ECO-FRIENDLY, 

PRESERVED HYDRANGEA FLOWERS  (E)

Flowers available in Basil/Green (shown), 

Mango/Orange, and Raspberry/Red. 

 

Container Dimensions:  5” x 6”  

Overall Height of Arrangement: 9”
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grand bed
Sleep soundly, dream sweetly and wake refreshed on the Hyatt Grand Bed.  

Developed exclusively for Hyatt Hotels & Resorts, our proprietary signature  

sleep set features a 13.5” no-flip pillow-top mattress and a 9” box spring foundation.

TWIN  $ 1,000      FULL  $ 1,250      QUEEN  $ 1,450      

KING  $ 1,700       CALIFORNIA KING  $ 1,700

Prices do not include delivery. In-home delivery service costs are quoted by our  

Hyatt Grand Bed specialists during order confirmation. Please allow up to six weeks  

for delivery.

PLEASE NOTE: Each Hyatt Grand Bed is made-to-order and not returnable. To place an 

order by phone or speak with a Hyatt Grand Bed specialist regarding mattress details 

and delivery costs, please call: 800 868 5710.

888.241.5165 hyattathome.com 1110 hyattathome.com 888.241.5165        
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Hyatt Luxury Linens: 100% mercerized 

Egyptian sateen cotton. 300 thread count.  

Solid white. White piping on top sheet and  

pillowcases. Made in Italy.

Visit HYATTATHOME.COM for dimensions.

Queen Set: includes top sheet, fitted sheet 

and 2 queen size pillowcases.

 $ 270  

King Set: includes 1 top sheet, fitted sheet 

and 2 king size pillowcases.

$ 295   

California King Set: includes 1 top sheet, 

fitted sheet and 2 king size pillowcases.

$ 305   

Grand Duvet Cover: 100% mercerized 

Egyptian sateen cotton. 300 thread count.  

Solid white. Queen size (86” x 86”) and king  

size (102” x 86”).

QUEEN  $ 225      KING  $ 275

Signature White Stripe Decorative  
Top Sheet: Comfort twill design with 2” hem. 

White on white stripe pattern. 70% cotton, 30% 

polyester. No iron needed. Queen (94” x 120”)  

and king (112” x 120”). Pictured in Signature  

Collections, page 4.

QUEEN   $ 60      KING   $ 70

Grand Pillowcases: 100% mercerized 

Egyptian sateen cotton. 300 thread count.  

Solid white. Standard (21” x 26”), queen  

(21” x 30”) and king (21” x 37”).  

STANDARD   $ 65      KING   $ 80

12 hyattathome.com 888.241.5165        888.241.5165 hyattathome.com 13
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You bypass the stack of unopened 
mail – the outstretched arms of the 
familiar sofa beckoning.

Almost like it missed you.

TWIN  $ 195      FULL/QUEEN   $ 215      KING   $ 245 

TWIN  $ 175      FULL   $ 185      QUEEN   $ 225       KING   $ 245 

STANDARD   $ 65         KING   $ 75

Grand Comforter

Grand  
Featherbed

Grand Pillow

pacific coast feather company
The Grand Comforter, Grand Featherbed and Grand Pillow were specially crafted  

for our guests by Pacific Coast Feather Company. Our supremely comfortable feather 

bed contours to your body, cushioning pressure points like shoulders and hips. You’ll 

feel like you’re sleeping on a cloud.
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bath collection
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Hyatt Spa Towels by Koni are the next step in bath towel evolution.  

Constructed of Softouch natural fibers, they feel like cashmere on  

the skin, are fluffier, more durable and naturally antibacterial. They 

are also more absorbent and dry faster then traditional 100% cotton 

towels. This unique eco-friendly material can be laundered in cold  

or warm water helping you save money and live green. 

WASH TOWEL    $ 8        HAND TOWEL   $ 12       BATH TOWEL   $ 24     
BATH SHEET       $ 32     BATH MAT         $ 22

The rain shower experience that you can control is available in the  

Velocity™ showerhead with Immersion technology. A flip of a lever 

allows either a calming rain rinse function or a self-pressurized spray.

 $ 195 

This water-conserving showerhead by Speakman automatically  

controls the water flow for efficiency, while 48 powerful streams  

provide a full, even spray. Super-hard Lexan™ plastic fights lime 

and hard water deposits. Solid brass construction with chrome plating.

$ 75        

Spa Towels

The Grand Rain 
Showerhead

The Grand  
Eco-Friendly  
Showerhead
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Portico White Ginger: The Portico White Ginger line is the 

signature scent of Hyatt Hotels. Scented with beautiful white ginger,  

it has a warm, soothing aromatic that will stimulate the senses.

Portico Eucalyptus: The Portico Eucalyptus line, with its clean 

refreshing aromas, will transform your bath into a refreshing and  

stress-free haven. Pamper yourself before, during, and after your 

shower or bath with our complete line.

Portico Lavender Citrus: The Portico Lavender Citrus line 

features an aromatic blend of calming lavender and lustrous  

citrus that soothes and nourishes. 

Portico VIP Collection: The Portico VIP collection is a new 

line of luxury body care exclusive to Hyatt. Intoxicating essences  

of quince and bergamot naturally condition body and hair while  

uplifting and refreshing your senses.

PORTICO SHAMPOO 6.7 OZ $ 12 

PORTICO CONDITIONER 6.7 OZ $ 12
PORTICO SHOWER GEL 6.7 OZ $ 12       
PORTICO BODY LOTION 6.7 OZ $ 12
PORTICO BODY BUTTER 6 OZ $ 16      
PORTICO SUGAR SCRUB 6 OZ $ 14
PORTICO BATH SALTS 19 OZ $ 16      
PORTICO BATH SOAP (SET OF 3) $ 12

PORTICO VIP BOX SET $ 35

portico
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The Hyatt Spa Robe is made of Lenzing Modal®, 

a 100% natural fabric made from wood pulp 

cellulose from the beech tree. This cellulose is 

extracted from indigenous woods, and the pulp 

and fiber production are conducted through 

sustainable practices.

52” LENGTH 

Made of 45% Modal®/ 45% cotton / 10% polyester

 $ 89

This decorative shower curtain features  

alternating panels of sheer cream and an  

iridescent mosaic fabric covered in squares  

of shimmering gold, bronze and taupe. 

 $ 225  

Spa Robes 

Decorative 
Shower Curtain 



You notice the earrings lying 
on the counter, the lotion on 
the nightstand…all the little  
interrupted moments.

It’s almost like you never left.

red flower
Red Flower encourages the enjoyment of simple 

experiences and celebrates life through the purity 

and freshness of flowers. Each botanically-based 

product is created with generosity of scent and in 

harmony with nature. Always blended to positively 

impact health and the environment, and give a 

powerful, luxurious, unforgettable experience. 

RED FLOWER CLEANSING 

HAIR WASH 8 OZ    $ 28
RED FLOWER SOFTENING 

HAIR CONDITIONER 8 OZ    $ 32
RED FLOWER PURIFYING

BODY WASH 8 OZ    $ 20
RED FLOWER MOISTURIZING

BODY LOTION 8 OZ    $ 24
RED FLOWER TRAVELER SET $ 26
Includes:  cleansing hair wash, softening  

hair conditioner, moisturizing body lotion  

& cleansing body wash

RED FLOWER PETAL TOPPED CANDLE $ 34  

20 hyattathome.com 888.241.5165        



The distinctive Eames lounge chair and ottoman lives in museums  

like MoMA in New York and the Art Institute of Chicago, and in  

stylish interiors everywhere. It has been the subject of documentary 

films and books. It even has its own fan website. Calling it a classic  

is an understatement. It’s the quintessential example of mid-century  

design—elegant and profoundly comfortable too.

SELECTION OF LEATHER AND FABRIC UPHOLSTERY

BASE/FRAME FINISH: Polished aluminum   

$ 4,283   Please allow up to five weeks for delivery. 

Made of solid walnut, these stools designed by Charles and  

Ray Eames can be used anywhere, alone or in groups, and are  

beautifully versatile.

DIAMETER 13 1/4” x 15” H

Your choice of stool style: Style A, Style B or Style C  

$ 995   Please allow up to five weeks for delivery

Eames® 
Lounge Chair  
and Ottoman

Eames® 
Walnut Stool

home & office
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Introduced in 1946, the Nelson platform bench remains a landmark  

of modern design. The clean, rectilinear lines reflect designer George 

Nelson’s architectural background and his insistence on what he called 

“honest” design - making an honest visual statement about an object’s 

purpose. The bench serves as a multipurpose display and resting place 

in offices, public areas, and homes.

48” L x 18 1/2” W x 14” H   

TOP - Hard maple with clear finish.  LEGS: Hard maple with ebonized finish.

 $ 839    Please allow up to five weeks for delivery  

  

Nelson™ 
Platform  
Bench

 

 

The Aeron chair didn’t end up in the Museum  

of Modern Art’s permanent collection just because 

it looks cool, although it does. Its looks are only 

the beginning. Aeron accommodates both the 

sitter and the environment. It adapts naturally to 

virtually every body, and it’s 94% recyclable. Even  

if it’s black, it’s green.

28 1/2” W x 18 1/2” D x 40 1/2” H 

BASE COLOR: Graphite  FRAME COLOR: Carbon

 $ 1,058     Please allow up to five weeks 

for delivery

The perfect balance between art and furniture. 

Sculptor Isamu Noguchi created his distinctive 

table by joining a curved, solid wood base with  

a freeform glass top. The ethereal result does  

not diminish the practical design - a sturdy and 

durable table. This marriage of sculptural form 

and everyday function has made the Noguchi 

table an understated and beautiful element in 

homes and offices since its introduction in 1948.

36” W, 50” L, 15 3/4” H, 3/4” GLASS THICKNESS 

 $ 1,594     Please allow up to five weeks 

for delivery  

Aeron® Chair 

Noguchi Table 
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Enjoy the luxury of a perfect espresso with the Nespresso “Essenza”.  

This easy-to-use single cup brewing machine is a signature amenity 

found in our premiere suites, and is now available for your home.  

The exclusive Nespresso premium coffee capsules insure the beans 

are always perfectly measured, ground and tamped, with no hassle or 

mess. Quickly heat milk for consistently perfect foam with the included 

Aeroccino Plus milk frother.  

$ 300

This black, leather-covered ball point pen is part of our executive  

accessories collection. The goatskin leather covers a brass pen that 

turns to extend and retract the tip. It accommodates standard size 

refills and comes in an elegant gift box.

$ 135

This black resin ball point pen is part of our executive accessories  

collection. The resin coating covers a brass pen that turns to extend 

and retract the tip. It accommodates standard size refills and comes  

in an elegant gift box.

$ 165

Crafted from soft, smooth napa leather. Features include:  

turned-edge construction, passport compartment, ID window,  

currency compartment and card slots. Comes in an elegant gift box.

$ 98      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  5.5” H x 4.5” W

Nespresso

Tumi® Capra 
Leather Pen

Tumi® Classic 
Resin Pen

Tumi® Leather 
Passport Case
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Boasting one-touch positioning—without the friction knobs and rigid joints 

found on other task lights—the light may be moved and angled exactly 

where users need it most. The Diffrient Technology Light is made primarily of 

eco-friendly recycled aluminum, and features a contemporary, cone-shaped 

shade. A silver or black finish complements any office.

 $ 300

This plugs into a wall socket to get charged, then travels with you with 

enough power to recharge your phone 5 times. Works with phones, MP3 

players, PDAs and most small electronic devices. Comes with a beautiful, 

protective leather sleeve.

$ 150      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  4.25” H x 2” W x 1” D  

Crafted from soft, smooth napa leather. Features include passport, ID,  

ticket, coin and other pockets plus 17 card slots, 3 currency sections and  

pen holder. Comes in an elegant gift box.

$ 158      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  8.75” H x 5” W

Stylish MP3 speakers create incredible sound. The iHome alarm clock radio  

produces dynamic stereo sound that enhances your playlists. Simply dock  

your iPod or iPhone and wake, sleep or relax to your favorite tunes or radio  

station. Features a built-in amplifier, 2” Strontium Ferrite MP3. Available in  

white or black.

 $ 120

The SoundDock Series II digital music system inherits all the award-winning 

traits of its predecessor, with sleek styling and additional features. If you want  

a proven performer for at-home iPod listening, our iPod speaker system now 

has even more to offer.
     

     • Improved remote controls basic iPod® functions including playlist navigation

     • Auxiliary input for use with other sound sources, e.g., MP3 or DVD/CD player

     • Compatible with all iPhone™ and most iPod models

$ 300 

Humanscale  
Desk Lamp

Tumi® Mobile 
Power Pack with 
Leather Case

Tumi® Leather 
Travel Organizer

iHome
Clock Radio

Bose SoundDock 
Series II

Back to life’s
smaller luxuries:

An alarm that’s  
already set, a desk 
with everything  
in it’s place.
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Once again surrounded by 
familiar, expected sensations,

you can finally relax.

canvas wine
Inspired by a love of fine art, Folio Winemakers’  

Studio created Canvas wines using a handcrafted,  

artisan approach, producing wines with depth and  

richness of character that only grows with age.  

Developed exclusively for Hyatt by the Michael  

Mondavi family, Canvas Wines set a new standard  

of excellence in dining.

Visit HYATTATHOME.COM for more information
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Wilton is a true messenger-style briefcase with numerous organizer 

pockets. It is available in Tumi’s signature black ballistic nylon fabric.  

Features include a luxurious leather flap with magnetic closures and 

exterior phone and ticket pockets and an adjustable shoulder strap. 

 $ 495      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  12” H x 16.75” W x 3.5” D   

The business traveler’s ideal travel companion. This wheeled carry-on 

expands by 2.5” and has a removable garment sleeve that holds up to 

three suits. Made from Tumi’s signature ballistic nylon, this case also 

features interior and exterior accessories pockets.

 $ 595      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  22” H x 14” W x 9” D 

Tumi® Wilton 
Messenger

Tumi® 
Frequent  
Traveler

This popular design offers the best of both worlds for the business 

traveler: easy garment bag packing with wheeled carry-on convenience. 

And it is wide enough to hold bigger bags on top when traveling. Made 

from Tumi’s signature ballistic nylon, the case features a roomy garment 

section, mesh accessories pockets, two exterior U-zip pockets and a 

telescoping handle.

 $ 595      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  14.5” H x 22” W x 8.5” D    

This timeless, elegant design was created to carry and protect hats  

during travel—but not everyone will use it that way. It works as an  

overnighter, weekender or companion piece as well. The interior  

features a mirror, elastic pocket and tie down straps to hold several  

hats in place. The hard-case design is covered in ultra-durable ballistic 

nylon with leather trim.

 $ 2,495      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  18” H x 19” W x 8” D 

This is a classic soft satchel that is ideal as a companion piece for all your 

in-flight essentials, a weekender for more relaxed getaways or a gym bag 

that holds everything. Made from Tumi’s signature ballistic nylon, it offers 

a roomy interior with a zip pocket and key hook. Features carry handles 

with leather wrap and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. 

 $ 325      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  14” H x 22” W x 10” D

This is the quintessential tote for every season because it has  

everything you want: wonderful colors with vibrant interiors, lightweight 

nylon design with beautiful leather trim and just the right amount of  

interior organization. Leather carry handles have a drop length of 9.5”. 

This season’s exterior/interior color combinations are: magenta/grass, 

eggplant/lemon drop, red/dark brown, python/mimosa, yellow/fuschia, 

topaz/quartz, dark brown/aqua, and stone/mimosa. 

 $ 195      EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS:  12.75” H x 19.5” W x 5.75” D  

Tumi® Wheeled 
Garment Bag

Tumi® 
Hatbox

Tumi® Large 
Soft Satchel

Tumi® 
Quintessential 
Tote 
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Energize, find focus, and relax with this premier yoga mat. At just  

4 mm in thickness, this ultra portable teal blue mat is the perfect  

addition to anyone’s home yoga routine. Just roll out the 24” x 68” 

non-slip mat, and dramatically change how you feel.

$ 22

The carry-all for yoga enthusiasts equipped with dual two-way zip 

compartments, padded adjustable/removable shoulder strap and 

interior zip security pouch. Capacity is approximately 618 cubic inches 

measuring 26” in width.

 $ 42

The Workout - Strength DVD: This yoga and fitness workout 

strengthens the major muscles of your body for optimal fitness. It 

includes preparation for sports, overall conditioning and endurance 

building. Running time 45 minutes.

Stress Reduction Relaxation DVD: This unique yoga practice 

helps you release stress and create deep relaxation, day or night 

relieving tension throughout your system. Running time 45 minutes.

Finding Focus Concentration DVD: This distinct yoga practice 

helps you increase concentration and sharpen your focus, leaving you 

calm and alert. Running time 46 minutes.

$ 20 PER DVD     VISIT HYATTATHOME.COM FOR VIDEO PREVIEWS

YogaAway Mat

YogaAway Mat
Bag with hook

YogaAway
DVDs
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At last, a chance to  
put on those washed- 
to-perfect-softness
tshirt and sweatpants.

StayFit Apparel 

Stay Fit at Hyatt™- 100% Micro Polyester. 

Hydratech™ moves moisture away from 

inside layers next to the skin, to the outer 

layer where it quickly evaporates to keep  

your body cool and dry. A lightweight and 

quickly dry solution for all types of activities. 

Stay Fit at Hyatt

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT HYATTATHOME.COM. 

“ Stay Fit at Hyatt”, 100% cotton gym towel 3-Pack. Each  

towel is embroidered with the official Stay Fit at Hyatt logo,  

and measures 12” x 40”.

   SET OF 3    $ 25   

   This eco-friendly water bottle with StayFit at Hyatt® logo is made 

of lightweight, durable aluminum with a food grade internal liner  

and screw on lid. Includes matching carabiner. 
  

  AVAILABLE IN WHITE, SILVER OR NAVY 

  $ 20

   Stay Fit at Hyatt™ inflatable stability ball. 55 cm maximum inflation. 

Available in silver. Please allow up to three weeks for delivery.

  $ 40

   Stay Fit at Hyatt™ elastic exercise band. Available in Light and 

Medium resistance. Please allow up to three weeks for delivery.

  LIGHT  $ 15       MEDIUM  $ 16

StayFit Towel

StayFit
Water Bottle

StayFit
Stability Ball

StayFit
Resistance Band
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placing an order
In the US 888 241 5165 or outside the US +248 458 5298 between  

8:30 am-6:00 pm EST, Monday-Friday

We hope you enjoy everything you order from Hyatt at Home. If you are not 

satisfied with your purchase, please contact us for a full refund (less shipping 

fee.) Returned product must be in its original condition and packaging and 

received within 30 days of your purchase. Unfortunately, we cannot accept 

returns on opened or used linens (including towels and bed linens).

The Hyatt Grand Bed is not returnable.

Prices and availability are subject to change without notice

Sales tax is automatically applied to your order is your shipping address is 

one of the following states: MI, CA, FL, NY, TX, WI, IL, KY and TN.

The following domestic delivery costs are for merchandise sold in this 

catalog. Costs are calculated according to the total cost of the merchandise 

in your order. All prices are expressed in US currency. Does not include in-

home delivery service on the Hyatt Grand Bed.

MERCHANDISE TOTAL** STANDARD TWO-DAY OVERNIGHT

$25.00 and under $5.50 $15.50 $22.50

$25.01 - 50.00 $8.50 $18.50 $22.50

$50.01 - 100.00 $11.00 $21.00 $28.00

$100.01 - 200.00 $14.50 $24.50 $31.50

$200.01 - 300.00 $16.50 26.50 $33.50

$300.01 - 500.00 $19.00 $29.00 $39.00

$500.01 and over $22.00 $32.00 $39.00

**  Total value of merchandise before tax or other charges. International customers are 
responsible for duties and taxes.

Phone Orders

Returns and  
Exchanges

Please Note

Tax

Shipping

The trademark HYATT and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt International. Corporation. © 2009 Hyatt International Corporation. All rights reserved. iHomeTM is a 
trademark of SD Technologies Inc. and used with permission. Ipod® is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. YogaAway® is a trademark of YogaAway LLC. Barrier Weave® 
and HyperClean® are registered trademarks of the Pacific Coast Feather Company. Portico is a registered trademark of Portico Home. Posturepedic and UniCase are 
trademarks of Sealy Inc. Tumi is a registered trademark of the Tumi brand.

hyattathome.com
Shop online! Hyatt at Home accepts most major credit cards.

Questions? Email us at hyattathome@evigna.com.

38 hyattathome.com 888.241.5165        



In the US call 888 241 5165, or outside the US call +248 458 52298

hyattathome.com


